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Jodi Holtrop: @Malenna - nice to meet you! I am a co-I a D& grant with Benzi Kluger! 

Malenna Sumrall: I thought your name was familiar! What grant is this? 

Steffani Blackstock: I'm an assist for COPRH Con 

Jodi Holtrop: @Malenna - This is the PCORI one on Parkinson’s centers of excellence and disseminating palliative 
care. 

Emily Godfrey: Im off camera as I eat my lunch. Its an hour earlier here 

tarikwalker: D 

Erin Kenzie: c 

Connie Chavers: D 

Katie Magid (she/her): D 

Emily Godfrey: A 

Kathleen: C 

Guest: B, C, D 

Daniel Shattuck (he/him/his): D 

Erin Kenzie: Attempting B 

Katie Magid (she/her): B 

tarikwalker: c 

Kathleen: b 

Daniel Shattuck (he/him/his): B and C 

Emily Godfrey: mostly A, but attempting C 

Connie Chavers: A 

Kathleen: OOH!  Link to frame? 

Jodi Holtrop: Paper on FRAME: https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/31171014/  

Daniel Shattuck (he/him/his): Do you have recommendations for resources to learn more about QCA/CNA? 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/31171014/
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Borsika Rabin (she/her): Edward Michie at the VA is going to advertise a CNA training for this Summer soon. 

Jodi Holtrop: @Daniel - I would first look for examples of how it works in the literature. There are training 
programs, however, they tend to be pretty in-depth. I would recommend a consultant. Ed Miech is one such 
person. I have worked with Claude Rubinson at U Texas at Houston on the QCA work I have done. 

Jodi Holtrop: Deb Cragun has written a chapter in a recent D&I book (Birken is one of the co-editors - having 
trouble remembering the name right now - can find it). 

Mustafa Ozkaynak: No question, I just revised Charles Darwin’s famous quote.  it is not the most effective of the 
strategies that supports the implementation, nor the most efficient that supports the implementation. It is the one 
that is most adaptable to the target setting. 

Borsika Rabin (she/her): @Mustafa - I love this!! We need to save this. 

Borsika Rabin (she/her): Please share on Twitter if you are active there! Thank you!! 

Mustafa Ozkaynak: @Borsika I just did :) 

Natalie - Learning Times: Reminder to head to the main auditorium for the closing address following this session 

Erin Kenzie: it's a great question ! 

Daniel Shattuck (he/him/his): Thank you so much! 


